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Ever think about making your own beauty items- handmade, powerful, healthy alternatives to
almost every chemical laden item you currently put on your face and body?With easy-to-follow
instruction, Make It Up provides more than 40 essential cosmetics and skincare projects so you
can make precisely what you want, when you need it. These awesome natural oils, butters, clays,
and nutrients will replace the petroleum items, artificial shades, and lab-produced mystery
fragrances which have untold results on our bodies. This is real make-up and skincare: bright
lipsticks, quality mineral powders, long-putting on eyeliners, and masks and cleansers that yield
results. Rayma walks you through 100 % natural ingredients obtainable online or at wellness
food stores.In Produce It Up writer Marie Rayma shares the recipes she's developed through
years of trial, error, and testing to create the most effective. Products could be tailored for
specific needs-from swapping out ingredients not suitable for sensitive epidermis to whipping up
an ideal colors fitted to any complexion. It's easier than you think!
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Kindle version is in need of help I must say i enjoy Marie's blog page and look forwards to each
new post. The mascara is definitely a dried out mass that darnkens but will not enhance. I have
to say however that I think someone along the collection (publisher? But I’m back again to
searching the internet for makeup dishes to try.Many of the fractional measurements appear to
be images instead of actual text. They are very tiny & I simply don't feel in this manner with this
make-up.this will become a serious addiction! (Example submitted with review)Consequently I'm
unable to review this reserve predicated on its make-up formulas, as I really cannot read the
amounts and consequently not able to make the products ?I think the best alternative is normally
they should republish using the correct format and offer it free of charge to those folks which
have already purchased it. Have been waiting almost all year for this AMAZING book Let me just
say how thrilled I am to leave this review. I've followed Marie on her blog for a long time, and I
just adore her passion for diy cosmetics, skincare, and soap. I was concerned I would invest and
become disappointed with the results and have each one of these weird ingredients. When this
reserve arrived today, I was giddy with delight as I flipped through all the pages to look at her
new quality recipes. Having made my own makeup for a few years, I am not really a novice but if
you're, no worries. I also discovered that my face looked great throughout the day. Therefore fun
too! In other words, they work! Now that might not look like a big deal for you, but that's a
slippery slope as it's often tricky never to use a couple of chemicals to achieve long lasting
lipstick and mineral make-up. In addition, I can tell she really centered on things that had been
easy to resource. I was hesitant to get this publication and the materials because it's a large
initial purchase (I spent $50 to get makeup making supplies, but I can make almost everything in
the book. Most of the quality recipes are limited to 10 or less ingredients which also makes these
quality recipes very beginner/budget friendly as who wants to buy 20 different elements to
create lip balm? Not me! I bought this book so I could have solid formulas for makeup. I, myself,
have been inspired to play with a few additional ingredients that I am not presently using.
Purchased mineral make-up looks great on my skin. We was introduced to Marie's work via her
blog and had just began making homemade soaps and lotions. As most people, I try to balance
products which have ingredients I understand and know aren't bad for you and items that work!
Many of the ingredients it's likely you'll discover locally, but if not really, she's an extensive list of
stockists and suppliers at the end of the book for customers all around the *world*...I already
had many of the oils and such from making soaps and lotion which means this was makeup
specific supplies). She actually is witty and smart and her personality is certainly reflected
wonderfully in her composing.However, makeup making became successful! In about one hour I
was able to make a concealer, make-up, and airbrushing powder. I'm in my own mid-30s with
some large pores and fine lines showing. It’s not really a lotion soaping and craft reserve it’s a
makeup Great book Excellent I love how simple this publication is and the descriptions of
everything is held simple and flowing.. I enjoyed the coverage. There exists a plethora of
background info on ingredients and techniques so that you can feel very comfortable starting
from scratch in developing your very own products at home. With my shop bought makeup I had
to reapply each and every time I would go somewhere. fuzzy (yes, even when I make the font
size bigger because it's a graphic, not text).I also tried both her long-wear and creamy vegan
lipstick quality recipes. Let me say as anyone who has always struggled to make lipstick color
selections, having the freedom to sit there and tweak my own lipstick color to my liking is a
casino game changer. I used both carmine, brown and crimson oxides, and a mica for shimmer.
In the future I'll order ultramarine to allow for a few more cool tints. Five Stars loved this book,
therefore happy I ordered it and excited to get started making my own cosmetics.. I cherished

the creamy recipe.. The colour is ok nonetheless it accentuates my pores. But be warned.. The
balms and lotions are easy to create and the reserve is created in a manner that it is possible to
follow easily as well as being able to follow without problems.she is giving you enough recipes to
accomplish a complete cleansing, moisturizing, and make-up schedule all DIY. I look forward to
trying more of the recipes out and possibly being free from the beauty sector... I don’t want to
create plenty of batches to master the formulas. This is a FABULOUS book!.. The mineral makeup
is just ok. This is a FABULOUS book! I've sought out books on at-home cosmetic formulation and
actually found hardly any and those that I did so find looked lacking. Marie's book is definitely a
treasure! There are clear directions on formulating and blending colours, different options to
select from if you like vegan recipes, and she makes YouTube video clips to correspond with
issues in her book so that you can see what she's actually doing. Her website, Humblebee and
Me, has oodles more recipes so that you can make and valuable information you need for
formulating your personal cosmetic and personal care products. I love the primrose essential oil,
but my outcomes with the makeup are disappointing. Marie's publication and website are you
will need.The way that Marie approaches skincare in the book is actually nice. Nevertheless add
that dry power to the liquid recipe and magic!. I've searched for books . This has rendered a lot
of the book worthless to me as I simply cannot read the tiny, fuzzy images that describe the
fractional quantities. Great Great book, recipes really work Great publication! Marie makes a
concerted work to use as many natural ingredients as feasible in her recipes, yet she also evolves
recipes that have become "professional" and "high end" in nature. It may be me, as I others
experienced good results based on reviews. Good Good ideas Mixed results with recipes I love
the concept of this book. I've serious medical issues and stay away from exposure to harmful
chemicals. If you're looking into making your own products, look no further! She has a real talent
and I'm happy she's chosen to share it with us. I'd really prefer a creamy mascara to go in a
tube. I did so find a recipe from an internet site and am happy with the results, but not the
publication recipe.. I've mature pores and skin and the mineral makeup looks unnatural.felt like
it was doing great things to my lips and providing color! In conclusion, I highly recommend this
publication at a treat for yourself or a loved one and I can't await potential books from Marie :)
These recipes work! For a far more experienced diyer, you can use some of the recipes to tweak
or experiment with some of your own recipes.now wouldn't that be amazing ladies?) did her an
excellent disservice when it come to the Kindle edition of the book. Beautifully written, great
recipes and you get to learn a lot approximately differnet ingredients. I came across the dry
mineral makeup was too dried out and settled in my imperfections too very much.. I did feel that
the long-place on lipstick was a little bit dry: I needed to be sure my lips were moisturized before
applying for it to work. :) Useful and easy to follow. I came across this book to end up being very
useful. I purchased substances and made the mineral make-up, primrose oil, and mascara. The
tips and instructions were obvious and practical.
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